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Enter a world of sex, secrets, and forbidden love. Shifters who can turn into tigers, leopards, and panthers must

decide who they can trust -- and who they can't live without.

FORBIDDEN

This one takes place in Europe, the original home of the Tiero shifters. Rafael "Rafe" Tiero has it bad for Callie, his

half-brother's woman. He thinks that's the kind of woman he needs, sweet and mild-tempered. How did that potty-

mouthed barista called Jax, with her funky ways, nails, and attitude get under his skin?

Jaclyn "Jax" Vasquez has a problem. Her parents are in town for a surprise visit. If they see her boyfriend, Scotty, the

proverbial $h1t will hit the fan! She needs help and chooses the first--and only--option, the indigo-eyed stranger in

the corner.

What could possibly make this worse? He's a white tiger shifter, and she's got a secret.

Sparks and fur fly!

FORGOTTEN

Anya Masenti is a passionate, curvy white tiger shifter bodyguard nicknamed the Ice Princess.

Bryson Courtland is a leopard shifter billionaire who needs a specific bodyguard.

Problem?

Anya wants nothing to do with the job.
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Problem escalation?

Their sexual attraction could be the death of them.

That's not even mentioning the secrets that follow Anya from Bear Canyon Valley.

FORSAKEN

Sophie and Niko

Niko's spent eight years in Sigma Eps Special Operations. He's one of the best special ops soldiers around. He was.

Now it looks like he's a babysitter for a beautiful, curvy, headstrong tigress shifter with a secret.

Sophie's running away. From everything. From the truth. From her family. From her reality. Who'd have thought

her new reality would include a black panther shifter with a crooked sexy smile and a sinful build of muscle on

muscle. He's a shifter with a secret of his own. And his secret pushes her over the edge.

FOREPLAY

Curvy Maia's got a secret and she goes to extraordinary lengths to keep it. Even if those lengths include stripping for

men in a seedy club in Rome.

Sexy, silent black panther shifter Franco could spell devastation or be the answer to a prayer. But he's got the cash to

pay for infinite private dances...

BBW Paranormal Shape Shifter Romance

If hot sex skeeves you out, you may want to pass on this book.

If freaky, downright dirty sexy talk bothers you, yeah, for sure you gotta pass on this one.

We believe in sex--hot, dirty, delicious sex.

Yup, make it sweaty, too. It's not just sex, it's about the romance.

But good romance has sex, and we keep the doors open! Oh, and the lights on! ;)
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